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Category
Business text messaging software helps enterprises improve their
communication and marketing strategies by facilitating 1-on-1 texting
on a new dedicated number or an existing line. The solution helps
both small and large companies to maximize revenue and sales,
enhance brand perception, and boost communications.
Business text messaging tools allow you to use a toll-free or regular
10-digit phone number to receive and send business communications
via text. They permit you to swiftly register a new number or enable
an existing VoIP line or landline. Plus, the software allows your
customers to text your customer service with their sales inquiries,
feedback, comments, and questions. They don’t need to install a new
app on their phone as the business SMS number functions similar to
regular text messaging.
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Award Levels

Customer Success Report
Ranking Methodology
The FeaturedCustomers Customer Success ranking is based on
data from our customer reference platform, market presence,
web presence, & social presence as well as additional data
aggregated from online sources and media properties. Our
ranking engine applies an algorithm to all data collected to
calculate the final Customer Success Report rankings.

MARKET LEADER
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with
substantial customer base & market
share. Leaders have the highest ratio of
customer success content, content
quality score, and social media presence

The overall Customer Success ranking is a weighted average
based on 3 parts:

relative to company size.

CONTENT SCORE
●

Total # of vendor generated customer references (case studies,
success stories, testimonials, and customer videos)

●

Customer reference rating score

●

Year-over-year change in amount of customer references on
FeaturedCustomers platform

TOP PERFORMER
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with
significant market presence and

●

Total # of profile views on FeaturedCustomers platform

resources and enough customer

●

Total # of customer reference views on FeaturedCustomers

reference content to validate their vision.

platform

Top Performer's products are highly rated
by its customers but have not achieved
the customer base and scale of a Market

MARKET PRESENCE SCORE
●

Social media followers including LinkedIn, Twitter, & Facebook

●

Vendor momentum based on web traffic and search trends

●

Organic SEO key term rankings

●

Company presence including # of press mentions

Leader.

COMPANY SCORE
●

RISING STAR

Total # of employees (based on social media and public

Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com that

resources)

does not have the market presence of

●

Year-over-year change in # of employees over past 12 months

Market Leaders or Top Performers, but

●

Glassdoor ranking

understands where the market is going

●

Venture capital raised

and has disruptive technology. Rising
Stars have been around long enough to
establish momentum and a minimum
amount of customer reference content
along with a growing social presence.
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2021 Customer Success Awards
Check out this list of the highest rated Business Text Messaging Software
based on the FeaturedCustomers Customer Success Report.

* Companies listed in alphabetical order
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Featured Testimonials
ABOUT EZ TEXTING

Just like name, EZ Texting is super convenient! I liked how I could view and edit
the messages quickly. I also appreciated the responsiveness of their customer
support.
BREANN MONTESANTO
MARKETING, UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER

Founded in 2004, EZ Texting has
served over 160,000 customers
and is the #1 SMS marketing
software, setting the standard for
business texting platforms. Our
messaging solutions are featured
as a top 20 Best Product for

We use EZ Texting to administer a portion of our nutrition coaching. We have found that
sending it right to them, eliminating the login or check your email step, has improved our read
rate and adherence by at least 60%. In health and fitness, that’s the name of the game.
JACLYN WEBER
MARKETING DIRECTOR, FAITHFULLY FIT

Marketers and allow businesses of
all sizes to reach and engage their
mobile audiences. Headquartered
in Santa Monica, CA, and with
offices in Austin and Kiev, EZ
Texting is a SaaS company that
delivers the fastest, easiest, and

I needed to be able to effectively communicate with my customers in a way that worked for
them. EZ Texting has made it possible to use my existing business line to send and receive texts,
which my customers love, and which allows me to provide excellent service.
RICK DUVALL
FOUNDER, 600AMPS

most reliable way to connect.

Using EZ Texting lets me connect with the right person at the right time. The
tracking tool is awesome, making it clear that people review texts way faster
than email!
PATRICK LEWIS
SALES, AXIA HOME LOANS

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT MESSAGEMEDIA

I enjoy working with the MessageMedia team and have always found that they
provide great support. We would definitely recommend other software
providers consider using the MessageMedia technology.
CHRIS MONKS
DIRECTOR, MONKEY SOFTWARE

MessageMedia is a global
messaging provider that helps
businesses of all sizes – from SMBs
to enterprise-level – better connect
with customers. With 90 per cent
of messages read within 90
seconds and 50,000 customers
worldwide, MessageMedia has

SMS is an important service because of the industry we are in. It’s an industry characterised by passive or one direction
communication such as compliance. Education providers and employment consultants need to communicate with job
seekers and prove that communication is getting through. SMS is the best way to do this and the MessageMedia API means
you can get the system to do your work for you by automating the dissemination of this information via a channel we know
the audience uses.
HOURN
COMMERCIAL MANAGER, JOBREADY

been a leading specialist
messaging provider for over 20
years and drives business success
by creating engaging mobile
experiences that customers love.
With offices across Australia,
United States, United Kingdom,
and New Zealand, MessageMedia

Overall we are very happy with our SMS system with MessageMedia and
intend to continue using this SMS gateway that integrates so well with our
JobReady student management system.
JAN PARSONS
E-LEARNING MANAGER, AIPT

enables businesses to engage their
customers in a connected, mobile
world in a personal yet scalable
way.

In particular, we find the MessageMedia customer web portal user-friendly and easy to use. And
from a system administration perspective, it’s hassle-free. We simply set up a child account for
each department and provide the users with basic training. Then they can manage the account
and SMS applications by themselves.
SHERMAN HO
ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE SYSTEMS SUPPORT MANAGER, RACV

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT TEXTLOCAL

Since switching to Textlocal our marketing spend has gone down and the return has at least
doubled! The website is really easy to use, the support is extremely helpful, and what used to be
a slow and expensive task to advertise a band is now quick, cheap and effective.
DANIEL MARTIN
MANAGER, THE WOOLPACK

Textlocal has been a trusted
mobile communications provider
to businesses all over the UK, from
leading brands to small businesses
and start-ups. Using their
market-leading SaaS platform,
Messenger allows businesses to

I’ve definitely seen a big benefit for the business since using text messaging. We’re saving time
which is the main thing, but we’re also saving on costs and reducing admin. We’ve found that
customers of all ages have a mobile phone and respond well to our messages. It has also
reduced ‘no-shows’ and allowed us to use our appointment time more efficiently.
DOLORES MARSHALL
OWNER, DOLORES MARSHALL OPTICIANS

communicate with their customers
instantly by sending text messages
enriched with features, such as
SMS tickets, web pages, surveys
and more.

We are really pleased with the improvements that using SMS from Textlocal has given us and
the help they have provided so we’re able to continue putting customers at the heart of what we
do. It’s helped customers to remember their appointments and helped us to carry out the repair
work first time.
ROB THOMAS
REPAIRS ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, VALLEYS TO COAST HOUSING

The audience at MWL are super busy and always on the move, so being able to send a text
straight to their phone to communicate different messages is invaluable. The team at Textlocal
were very helpful and allowed us to be flexible by supporting us in turning around unscheduled
messages to inform visitors of any last minute changes and important information to their day.
I would definitely recommend Textlocal as a recommended SMS provider.
CENTAUR MEDIA

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT THRYV

Thryv puts together my social media, text campaigns, and email campaigns
all on one dashboard. With Thryv, everything is now consolidated and works
fantastic.
RICK PARKS
OWNER, SEYMOUR OIL & LUBE

Thryv supports more than 400,000
local businesses across the U.S.
with marketing services and small
business software, Thryv and Thryv
Leads. The company’s cutting-edge
technologies connect small
businesses with their target
consumers and help them manage

I'm able to go right to the Client Portal from my Thryv app, and text a client
with any information about their service or appointment. Thryv helps our
clients feel like they have access to us 24/7!
DAIQUIRI RANKIN
THE BEAUTY MARK MEDICAL SPA

their day-to-day work. Thryv helps
businesses manage their work
easier and get found fast,
wherever consumers are
searching.

We were getting all sorts of calls, texts, and emails all day long and everything
was just haywire! Thryv helped us take care of the little things that we normally
didn't know how to take care of.
JERRAUD POWERS
PRO PREP PERFORMANCE

With Thryv everything is in one place. It has helped us streamline everything
from setting appointments and communicating with our clients to sending out
invoices for our payments and allowing our clients to make payments.
MATT WHITSON
OWNER, AT WHITS END DOG TRAINING

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT TRUMPIA

With Trumpia's text messaging software, you can reach who you need
to reach instantly, no matter where they are.
BLAIR FARLEY
DIRECTOR OF COMMUNICATIONS, MARINERS CHURCH

Trumpia mission is committed to
helping businesses grow and
connect with Trumpia customers.
Trumpia believes that in order for
communication to be effective, it
needs to be relevant and keep up
with the advancing technological
lifestyle of today's consumers.

With Trumpia's text marketing solution, there is a way to track campaigns and see how traffic is
being driven to the store, which is very important to us. We've been happy with the success so
far and are looking forward to new ideas and promotional campaigns we can run with this
software.
GREG FEFFERMAN
OWNER, JUMP A ROOS

Effective communication requires
responsiveness, and to achieve
this, one must first offer options
for communication like mobile
texting, email, or social media.
Secondly, consumers have to
opt-in to communicate through the

Trumpia’s SMS marketing provides us with the most direct, immediate and affordable way to
connect with local residents and quickly build a loyal following. The return on investment we’ve
enjoyed since we began using Trumpia’s platform has been tremendous.
BRETT THOMAS
OWNER, JAMBA JUICE

channels they prefer, which gives
them the choice over how they
receive and respond to
information.

The main benefit with the service is that we're able to offer an Email-to-SMS conversion. Library card
catalog systems support email notices, but SMS plugins are often expensive or unavailable. By combining
the library system’s built-in email functionality with Trumpia’s SMS capabilities, we were able to notify
patrons across two channels without any added cost or training for the individual libraries.
KARL JENDRETZKY
TECHNOLOGY MANAGER, OHIO PUBLIC LIBRARY INFORMATION NETWORK (OPLIN)

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT TWILIO

First, customers needed to text. Then they wanted to share pictures, so we added MMS. Then
they wanted to text from their office phone numbers—their business landlines and VOIP
numbers—so we added Twilio’s Hosted SMS API. Then we started moving up market, and we
had larger businesses wanting to send larger volumes.
JAMEY ELROD
CO-FOUNDER AND COO, TEXT REQUEST

Twilio, a software and cloud-based
communications platform, enables
developers and businesses to
rapidly build and deploy
communication solutions that
meet their specific needs. Whether
integrating voice, messaging
and/or VoIP capabilities into a web

Twilio's ease of use, utility pricing model, and proven scale help keep our
campaigns running smoothly. Our clients were thrilled at how fast and
reliable Twilio was during our most demanding peaks.
MIA RUIZ-ESCOTO
SENIOR INTERACTIVE PRODUCER, GOODBY SILVERSTEIN & PARTNERS

or mobile app or building a
complete system like a call center,
Twilio removes the traditional
obstacles to creating effective
communications experiences.
Twilio gives businesses the ability
to innovate, prototype, create, and

SMS is a good way to cut through the noise. It’s important that people get
messages in real time. With Twilio, we shattered customer expectations in
terms of speed and fast response time.
JONATHAN LUI
COO AND CO-FOUNDER, AIRTASKER

connect with their customers at
the right time and in the way. The
company is privately held and
based in San Francisco, California.

With Twilio we get data, voice, SMS and email service in a single platform and
billing relationship. Today we added over 650 trackers each week and
continue to grow. This would not have been possible without Twilio.
BRENDAN YOUNGER
CO-FOUNDER, LOGISTIMATICS

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT ZIPWHIP

Texting is quick and easy. I am very pleased with Zipwhip and the support we have
received is wonderful. The simplicity of the software makes it incredibly user-friendly
and very effective in communicating with our clients and prospects.
MOLLY ATHERTON
CLUB MANAGER, IRON TRIBE FITNESS

Zipwhip pioneered the concept of
utilizing the cloud to enable
existing mobile, landline, and toll
free numbers to send and receive
texts from any connected desktop,
tablet or smartphone. Additionally,
Zipwhip offers a carrier-grade
texting platform to help mobile

Texting is hands down the best way to reach people in a timely fashion. The
ease of use and efficiency of Zipwhip’s Landline Texting API gives us the ability
to integrate texting into our day to day recruiting and HR business processes.
BOB FRANK
CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER, STAFFLINE

and landline operators modernize
the text messaging medium.
Zipwhip technology introduces
trailblazing functionality while
holding true to the distinct culture
of texting that consumers have
grown to love. Zipwhip cloud
texting powers over 18M existing

There is no doubt that consumers respond faster to a text message. Our sales
team finds it easy to communicate back and forth with members. Zipwhip has
helped them increase their loan funding ratio by almost 40%.
RICARDO MEJIA
VICE PRESIDENT CENTRALIZED SERVICES, FIRST SERVICE CREDIT UNION

wireless and fixed line phone
numbers.

The switch to Zipwhip has helped us provide a better experience for workers,
parents and students. The automation within the tool has cut the time we
spend texting in half.
CELESTE SHIELDS
ADMINISTRATIVE COORDINATOR, SYLVAN LEARNING CENTER

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT BROSIX

Brosix was founded in 2006 to
develop easy-to-use, secure

I introduced Brosix into Eyeful Presentations to help improve the quality and efficiency of communications across the entire
team. Due to the nature of our business, the Eyeful team is spread across the globe and had previously relied on lengthy
telephone calls to answer the simplest of questions. Brosix allows us to instant message and swap files quickly and easily
with out the distraction or security concerns of using the standard consumer IM packages. Not only that, it has grown with
the business – Brosix is a real find and benefit to Eyeful Presentations.
SIMON MORTON
MANAGING DIRECTOR, EYEFUL PRESENTATIONS

communication tools for home and
enterprises. Brosix is the perfect
solution for all types of businesses
in need of advanced protection for
their daily work communication.
The closed network andP2P
encryption could help protect

Brosix allows us to better communicate within the office, as well as
make group conferences, send files, and save chat history when needed.
BRITTANY HALE
QUALITY AUTOMOTIVE ACCESSORIES, INC.

businesses from intruders and
data leaks.

Brosix helps us communicate and work with our outside reps and
makes it feel like we are all in the office.
JOSH MASON
UNETIXS VASCULAR INCORPORATED

Brosix allowed faster access to individuals via secure mobile
communication, i.e. cell phone and laptop.
EOIN GREGORY
CARRIAGE HOUSE CHIROPRACTIC AND ACUPUNCTURE

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT HEYMARKET

Heymarket makes life easy for our clients. They love that I can now
manage their RSVPs and guest list over text.
PATTY CHEN
GENERAL MANAGER, THE LOFT IN FLATIRON

Heymarket was built to make it
simple and secure to message with
people outside of your
organization. They’ve incorporated
years of enterprise experience into
building a platform your company

Having client facing, text message threads in Slack and Heymarket has
been game-changing.
AUDREY FRETZ
OFFICE MANAGER AND SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGER, DAVIES + ALLEN

can rely on, day in and day out.
They also designed the Heymarket
apps to be intuitive enough for
anyone on your team to pick up
and immediately use.

By text-enabling our communications, we have streamlined our delivery
process and increased customer satisfaction.
JULIE NGUYEN
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, METHODOLOGY

We love Heymarket. It’s great having a separate inbox for customer
conversations. It’s easy to keep clear. And bookings have increased!
CINDY BLACKWELL
GENERAL MANAGER, SMILE SPECIALIST

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT IRIO

Mission critical information was delivered to over 90% of our residents
within minutes of an incident occurring.
MANAGING DIRECTOR
LINCOLN PROPERTY COMPANY

IRIO recognized the potential of
mobile messaging when the
medium was in its infancy. Since
then, they've continually innovated
new ways to improve their clients'

Easy and efficient way to inform residents that saves time, paper, and
most importantly - money!
MOUNT VERNON FLATS

businesses. Today, mobile usage is
at an all-time high, and SMS
messaging has become
consumers' preferred
communication channel. By
reaching consumers on the device
they always have with them, they
provide effective, real-time

Fast effective communication with residents in a format that they appreciate.
Most residents find texting to be non-invasive and convenient.
SAN CARLO
THE IRVINE COMPANY

communications with faster read
and response times.

The program is unique and fits in with today’s text messaging trend. It helps
people search for apartments while on the go. We have received quality leads!
TRAVIS FONES
GREYSTAR

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT KIPSU

Guests tend to open up more through Kipsu. We find out more about guests with Kipsu.
Sometimes people don’t feel comfortable opening up in person, but because it’s become so
much more of a digital world, we tend to find out more about our guests, positive and negative.
DANIEL BALSCHI
FRONT OFFICE SUPERVISOR, STAYBRIDGE SUITES

Kipsu is pioneering a
software-based solution designed
to revolutionize how service-driven
brands interact with consumers.
Using real-time digital
communication channels such as
texting, internet chat and social
messaging, customer-focused

With Kipsu, my team can be in the middle of checking a guest in, receive a
message through Kipsu from another guest, send a quick text back, and not
even interrupt the guest checking in.
TARA LEONARD
GENERAL MANAGER, BAYMONT BY WYNDHAM MT. PLEASANT

companies leverage Kipsu to
connect in-the-moment with
anyone passing through their door,
gaining insight, responding to
questions, and addressing
concerns in a familiar and
frictionless way.

Kipsu has helped us to respond quickly and effectively to issues and requests. I think that is a testament to the usefulness of
Kipsu and text messaging. In person, if a staff member doesn’t know the answer to a guest question right away, the guest
sometimes gets irritated which can frazzle a new staff member. But with texting, they have a few minutes to find the answer
and take care of that guest without having to pass it off to a manager. My staff feels empowered to say, ‘I can fix this.
AMELIA NICKLE
DEVELOPMENT MANAGER, HOTEL GRINNELL

Texting is a familiar and often preferred method of communication for our students. As we encourage
help-seeking behaviors, Kipsu serves as an additional channel of support that enhances our student
experience. It allows us to connect with our students in an easy and more accessible way, and allows us to
use their feedback to adjust and better meet the needs of our campus community.
KIMBERLY MILOVAC
DIRECTOR OF FIRST-YEAR EXPERIENCE, HASTINGS COLLEGE

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT QUIQ

Certain people like to communicate via specific channels and with Quiq
Messaging we are able to serve more people in the manner in which they want
to engage. That’s a big win for us and our customers.
JUSTIN COURTNEY
CUSTOMER CARE MANAGER, EVO

Quiq makes it easy for customers
to interact with a company via
Messaging. Customers can now
engage customer service via
SMS/text messaging, Facebook
Messenger, Live Chat, and Kik for
help with their pre-sales questions
and post-sales support. Their

Very few omni-channel business providers have adopted text messaging and thanks to
Quiq, we are able to offer this innovative channel to our customers. Whether a
customer is in the office or on-the-go, they are at the center of our business.
CASEY AHLBUM
SENIOR MANAGER, CUSTOMER RELATIONS, B2B & DIGITAL SUPPORT, OFFICE DEPOT

mission is to improve the way
customers communicate with
companies. They believe mobile
message-driven communications
will replace a significant portion of
the traditional phone and email
interactions, reducing costs while
improving customer satisfaction.

From a manager’s perspective I really like how I can help my agents respond to
customers when needed by using the collaboration functionality in Quiq. It’s super
easy to use and we can ensure customers get their questions answered correctly and
quickly.
LAUREN ADCOCK
SENIOR MANAGER OF CUSTOMER SERVICE, DIRECT DIGITAL

Quiq makes it easy for customers
to contact a business via
Messaging, the preferred channel
already in use with their friends
and family.

Both our customers and agents love messaging via Quiq. It is
convenient for our customers and easy to use for our agents.
JOSH KYZER
DIRECTOR OF CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE, TSHEETS

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT SIMPLETEXTING

After testing 12 different text marketing companies, we found that SimpleTexting was
the easiest for getting subscribers and sending messages. The support is excellent, and
pricing was straightforward, too. I highly recommend SimpleTexting.
TROY S.
RIVER OF LIFE CHURCH

SimpleTexting is the easiest way to
reach groups instantly and have
2-way conversations. Both Fortune
500 companies and small
businesses choose SimpleTexting
because the platform is designed
to be powerful and easy to use.

SimpleTexting Enterprise lets us run SMS on a whole new level. Since switching to Enterprise,
we’ve been able to handle a much higher volume and send at ridiculous speeds. And whenever
we need help with something, support is there for us at the drop of a hat. There’s no way we’d
be able to do all this without industry experts on our side. Thanks SimpleTexting.
YANIV NISSIM
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, GOPARROT

Their flexible pricing plans are
designed to grow with
you—upgrade, cancel, or pause
your account any time—no
contracts necessary. Plus, every
plan comes with access to the
entire suite of features which

SimpleTexting is one of the easiest solutions to get started with. We're able to directly contact
our users to update them or get them to opt-in to our community. You don't have to have any
development experience. You can just sign up and have a way to directly text your users.
KUNAL PARBADIA
THE WHETHER

includes mass texting, 1-on-1
conversations, text-to-join
keywords, the ability to integrate
with 1,000’s of apps through
Zapier, and more. SimpleTexting
offers a 14-day free trial with no
credit card needed to start.

SimpleTexting makes my work easier. It has helped us streamline communication and cut down
our communication time significantly. I like being able to send mass texts to my beneficiaries
and also engage with them one on one. It's super useful to automate messages.
ANIKA MANZOOR
YOUTH ACTIVISM PROJECT

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT TEXTMAGIC

TextMagic is a SaaS-based A2P

TextMagic makes sending texts, whether to one person or a group, easy and
affordable. It also ensures that all emails and texts appear in the one place,
namely the email inbox.
RICHARD LYTTON
SECRETARY, PEOPLE IN NEED

messaging service that allows
businesses to connect with their
customers via two-way SMS
messages, online texts, gateway
SMS via email, SMS software for
desktop, SMS distribution lists, and
more. TextMagic offers web-based
business texting capabilities, a

A simple but very effective text messaging platform that allows you and your
team to show results quickly. TextMagic is the most effective text messaging
platform.
AARON POST
PRODUCT MANAGER, BARVISION

dedicated desktop app, and
fully-synced iOS and Android apps.
Users can integrate the TextMagic
SMS gateway with their website or
software using SMS API tools and
add text messaging functionality to
their business workflow. Zapier

TextMagic helps us save time and costs and enables business automation that otherwise would be
impossible or require substantial manpower. We have tried other solutions but only TextMagic offered the
functionality we were looking for and stood out with their easy-to-use interface and compelling price
structure. Thanks to TextMagic staying in touch with our clients became a lot more manageable.
RALF WEBER
OWNER, HAPPY DOG TRAINING LLC

also allows customers to connect
their favorite apps to TextMagic,
with simple, no-code automation.
Sign-up today for a free trial and
send your first texts free. No
hidden fees. No contracts or
commitment.

Glad we found TextMagic for our messaging requirements. The interface and
ease of use makes our work so much easier, whilst giving us the professional
image we strive to maintain.
AHMET DEVECI
DIRECTOR, CCTV AWARE

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT ZINGLE

Zingle is a texting & messaging

Our members love the convenience of texting. With Zingle, we are seeing more
event RSVPs as well as more engagement with our members that we normally
wouldn’t see through other channels.
NICOLE HENSLEY
MEMBERSHIP DIRECTOR, ALISO VIEJO COUNTRY CLUB

software solution that helps
businesses communicate with
customers, growing revenue &
improving customer satisfaction.
Zingle is a company & software
that allows businesses to engage,
support and respond to customers

Zingle has enabled us to reach customers in a whole new way. By combining
the reach of social media and the convenience of texting, we have increased
visits to our brewery as well as sales in retail stores.
MATTHEW ZIRPOLO
CO-FOUNDER/PRESIDENT, BURGEON BEER COMPANY

in the new mobile messaging era.
Zingle’s real-time enterprise
platform works on any device and
provides all the software tools to
deliver an instant, actionable and
seamless customer service
experience.

I utilize the Zingle app on my phone, which I actually find to be one of the most powerful pieces
of the whole system. I can see all of those communications come through as notifications on my
cell phone. If I’m not at the location, I can respond to the customer directly.
MATT LONG
STATION MANAGER, SIGNATURE FLIGHT SUPPORT

Zingle has helped me become more efficient with candidate communication
and I get a much higher response rate from text messages than emails and
phone calls.
BO JOHNSON
HR GENERALIST, NORTH CENTRAL HEALTHCARE

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT BETWEXT

Betwext helps small business

I looked at a few services and tried one other, but Betwext was the best. Pricing
was great. Better still, the system was easy to use other texting services were
clunky.
DEAN
CORPORATE FINANCE LIABILITY

owners, small business managers,
coaches, trainers, marketing
experts, sales executives, and
business development pros use
Mobile Marketing to connect with
prospects and customers and
make more sales. Betwext

I get great results with text messaging, it creates a more intimate
relationship with my customers.
CRAIG GRIMM
PERSONAL FITNESS, CRAIG GRIMM FITNESS

provides information, tips, tricks,
and ideas to help you use Mobile
Marketing (AKA: SMS Marketing,
Text Message Marketing, Group
Texting, Mass Texting) to
communicate with prospects and
customers. We have thousands of

Betwext’s customer support was amazing. I was able to call and talk to
a REAL person. I signed up and started texting in just a few minutes.
SHERI BROWN
INDEPENDENT WELLNESS PARTNER, AMARE GLOBAL

businesses from every industry
group signed up and using
Betwext.com! Restaurants,
Non-profits, Speakers, Politicians,
Car Washes, Private Plane
Charters, Night Clubs, Conference
Organizers, Delis, Accountants, and

It’s a great way to get messages out efficiently and I LOVE the scheduling
feature. Texts go out even when I am on vacation! I don’t have to be in the
office for everything to run smoothly.
ROBERT
CORPORATE SPONSOR COORDINATOR, SCOTTSDALE ARABIAN HORSE

Churches (just to name a few) all
use Betwext.com to improve
communication with their
prospects, customers, and even
employees.
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ABOUT CALLHUB

CallHub is making personalized

When we added CallHub to our voter outreach tool set in 2016, we knew that it would impact
our outreach to our members, helping to coordinate our efforts around the world and ensure
we were all using the same messaging. What we didn’t realize is how much it helped to recruit
and energize volunteers.
JULIA BRYAN
GLOBAL CHAIR, DEMOCRATS ABROAD

communication scalable for
political campaigns, nonprofits,
advocacy groups, and businesses.
Their Voice and SMS software
connects campaigns to their
audience through a cohesive mix
of phone banking, peer to peer

I really love your team you are just super responsive and super friendly
and nothing's too difficult! It's been a really good experience.
SHAUN MURRAY
SENIOR ORGANIZER, GETUP!

texting, SMS broadcast, SMS Opt-In
and voice broadcasting software.

Excellent app for phone banking. Such a powerful app and a really simple
user interface. Customer support is lightning quick and they're very responsive.
Can't recommend CallHub highly enough.
DAVID HUTT
ACL

Our company uses CallHub regularly for SMS and Voice broadcast to
our customers. The platform works flawlessly and support is really
good.
DON ANGELO
OWNER, COLOR COPPER
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ABOUT PROTEXTING

ProTexting helps you communicate
with your contacts more efficiently

Sodexo Education has embraced and continues to push the Mobile Marketing and Engagement
project. This initiative has produced positive results and has provided tangible return on
investment for Sodexo and its university dining units. The partnership with Sodexo is strong and
continues to grow.
JANA WILLIAMS
DIRECTOR OF MARKETING, SODEXO

through a suite of highly interactive
SMS marketing campaigns. The cell
phone has become a permanent
companion in their daily lives. This
is why text messaging is the best
way at the moment to reach
groups of people with the same
message instantly. Text message is
personal and is pretty much
guaranteed that it will be read by

I was one of 100 delegates from 20 countries that wrote a Communique which was later presented in front of the White
House. ProTexting was one of the sponsors and provided their mobile voting platform. All the delegates in the room were
asked to text their votes on three important questions and the results were shown on the big screen behind the main stage.
The use of the ProTexting platform – with its immediacy of response also sparked conversation during the prioritization
process as well as post the voting decisions were ranked and shown to the delegates. Using this platform required no
installation costs, no cumbersome wiring or other hotel A/V application, and simply worked seamlessly. I have seen similar
processes implemented only by spending thousands of dollars and hundreds of hours planning. The voting was a success
and I want you to know that many of the delegates were impressed with the technology and loved the interactivity. I would
use this again in any conference or meeting setting!
RICHARD S. SELINE
G8 EXECUTIVE SECRETARIAT, G8 YOUNG SUMMIT

the recipient.

The ProTexting team exceeded our expectations not only in providing an outstanding technology solution,
but in adding creativity to our ideas in ways that made our event stand out from the others at SXSW. The
ProTexting team worked tirelessly with us the night before and the entire day of the competition and
impressed our panel of distinguished judges and pitch finalists. I look forward to working with them again!
BRIAN LANG
EVENT ORGANIZER, SXSW

ProTexting provided prompt technical support at every step of our project. Starting with the preliminary stages of our
collaboration, ProTexting representative Sejva Hoxha mediated the discussions between Campus Hill Church and
ProTexting, while mitigating significant challenges brought up by particular needs. Communication with Sejva was
exceedingly great, regardless of time zone differences, weekdays or weekends, daytime or nighttime. Sejva was available to
respond and provide high-quality support at any given time, without exception. We are looking forward to more projects
with ProTexting and highly recommend ProTexting to anyone looking for high-quality, professional business solutions.
CRISTIAN IORDAN
PASTOR, CAMPUS HILL CHURCH
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ABOUT SALESMSG

The simplicity, functionality, ability to integrate with infusionsoft, setup canned
messages, and scheduled messages is amazing. This service is a life-savor!
SARA ALLEN
DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS, ASSOCIATION OF FITNESS STUDIOS

Salesmsg makes it easy for
businesses to send and receive
text messages. Salesmsg creates
this software to help you connect
with your prospects and
customers. Let's face it, people
don't want to talk these days,
they'd rather text. They can help
you text.

We've completely eliminated 'phone tag' by replacing it with text messaging. Using
Salesmsg has really increased the show up rate by 45% for our sales appointments
and it adds a personalized touch that helps our salespeople foster a connection right
away.
GREG HICKMAN
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, ALTAGENCY

Salesmsg is extremely easy to set up and integrate with my CRM.
Two-way texting with leads and customers has never been easier!
AMANDA S.
MARKETING MANAGER, ACCEPTU

From task automation to workflow integration, Salesmsg has allowed us to
move forward and innovate, getting us an almost immediate increase in
response rate by 52%. Everyone loves the service too! So glad I found
Salesmsg!
JOE BEN-ZVI
CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER, THEGUARANTORS
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ABOUT SENDHUB

SendHub makes business

The ability to communicate efficiently with drivers across the country is essential to our
business. SendHub provides an easy-to-use system that allows us to instantly deliver
important messages at any time, and its flexibility allows us to readily scale as we
expand into new cities.
LYFT

communication fast, simple, and
effective. Their complete online
business SMS messaging solution
helps thousands of companies
communicate more effectively with
on-the-go workforces, customers,
and more. SendHub was founded
to help educators in under

SendHub is the best business SMS and voice solution on the market. They offer SMS,
MMS, and voice (not always the case with other solutions!). They have a great
customer support, and also have a great API that allows custom programming.
REMI MAYER
FOUNDER, MAX OUT YOUR GYM

resourced communities. They now
serve thousands of businesses in
North America and have raised
~$10M from Silicon Valley’s top
investors, including: Y-Combinator,
Bullpen Capital, Menlo Ventures,
Kapor Capitol, and others.

We are a small business that has been using SendHub for years and are very satisfied!
Technology has significantly changed the way our customer base communicates with
us and being able to not only text, but having a saved log of all written
communication solves multiple problems and greatly saves us time.
OXFORD COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE

It’s a great way to communicate with church staff and volunteers as well as members.
It allows us to easily send out church announcements and have it read, unlike emails
that never get read. Our members can easily reach out via SMS to communicate
one-on-one and we can respond very easily.
RECLAIM CHURCH
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ABOUT TEXT REQUEST

Text request is very easy to use. Once you log in, everything you need is right in front of you.
There are some great message customization features that can be useful if you would like, but
are not required. Text Request's support team is great, and is always letting us know of ways to
improve the experience for us and the customer.
WESLEY
CLIQSTUDIOS

Text Request helps businesses
increase profits through powerful
text messaging software. 5% of
phone calls are answered, 15% of
emails are opened, but 99% of
texts are read (usually within just a
few minutes). Text Request gives
your team all the tools and

I use Text Request for my HVAC business and have been LOVING it. It is an
amazing way to communicate with customers and get appointments
scheduled. Highly recommend this product.
LAURA
ALL SERVICE HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING

organization you need to text
professionally using your office
phone numbers, so you can reach
customers precisely when you
need and grow your bottom line.

Text Request is just the solution we were looking for. Using our personal cell phones was never a
good option and Text Request allows us to use our business number to communicate. The app
is great and the scheduling option really helps us be efficient with our time. We highly
recommend Text Request as your business texting solution.
BOB
APPLEVIEW RIVER RESORT

We use Text Request to schedule and confirm appointments every day, as well as to get updates
from technicians on their progress throughout the day. We also use it on our website to bring in
new customers. Text Request helps us run smoother and keep up with more people.
JOHN DOWNS
OWNER & PRESIDENT, DALLAS PLUMBING COMPANY
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ABOUT TEXTUS

TextUs is the world's leading

TextUs is highly effective and the ROI is very quick. It not only increased our return on time
investment over placing individual phone calls, but it also increased the walk-in traffic to our
office. People came by interested in our services after hearing we had texted someone about a
job opening.
WILLIAM ROMMELL
AREA MANAGER, HAMILTON-RYKER

real-time communication platform
reinventing how businesses
communicate with their leads,
candidates, and customers. Now
you can use their business-class
text messaging™ software
combined with cloud-voice
features to connect with people in

TextUs integrated seamlessly with our recruiting software, making it easy to
keep detailed notes on each candidate. What’s more, since TextUs logs all
messages, our company remains in control of all our communication.
SHELDON ARORA
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, LIQUIDAGENTS HEALTHCARE

real-time.
TextUs provides our company with an easy tool to reach out to people with obtaining
availability, scheduling, and confirming assignments. It allows us to get responses from people
who do not normally respond to calls and/or emails. We would recommend it to anyone
working in the staffing industry! Our people love you guys!
ROBERT HICKS
CLIENT SERVICE MANAGER, CAPITAL HEALTHCARE SOLUTIONS

TextUs.Biz has greatly reduced the amount of time our front desk staff is tied up on the phone and has
allowed us to concentrate on even better customer service. Our clients love the ease and simplicity of
sending us text messages and our staff uses the service almost exclusively for communication with the front
desk. Personally, I find myself wishing all businesses offered this great service!
CONNOR DOYLE
WEST END SALON
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ABOUT TEXTLINE

Textline is not just about giving you

Our Fan Happiness team depends heavily on Textline to handle urgent
customer service issues. We can’t live without it!
BRAD GRIFFITH
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, GAMETIME

the tools to manage text
messaging, it’s about allowing you
as an organization, a brand, a small
business to get on the ground level
with your customers. Whether it’s
customer support when there is an
issue or just welcoming them when

With nearly 200 real estate agents working in 7 offices, we have a lot of
communication and coordination to manage. Textline helps us streamline our
growing operation.
MARK CHOEY
FOUNDER, CLIMB REAL ESTATE

they are excited to make a
purchase, Textline lets you connect
with your customers directly. No
more email, no more phone calls,
no more apps.

Every week our staff handles the challenging logistics of getting hundreds of
middle school students from their schools to their mentors’ workplaces and
back again. Without Textline, this whole operation wouldn't run so smoothly.
BEN STEWART
MANAGER OF CORPORATE PARTNERSHIPS, SPARK BAY AREA

Part of how we're getting those quick response rates is that text
responses are actually personalized and really relevant to where they
are in the customer experience.
TUMBLEWEED TINY HOUSE COMPANY
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